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The covering number of a ball of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space as a subset of
the continuous function space plays an important role in Learning Theory. We give
estimates for this covering number by means of the regularity of the Mercer kernel K:
For convolution type kernels Kðx; tÞ ¼ kðx tÞ on ½0; 1n; we provide estimates
depending on the decay of #k; the Fourier transform of k: In particular, when #k decays
exponentially, our estimate for this covering number is better than all the previous
results and covers many important Mercer kernels. A counter example is presented to
show that the eigenfunctions of the Hilbert–Schmidt operator LK associated with a
Mercer kernel K may not be uniformly bounded. Hence some previous methods used
for estimating the covering number in Learning Theory are not valid. We also
provide an example of a Mercer kernel to show that L1=2K may not be generated by a
Mercer kernel. # 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
Key Words: Learning Theory; covering number; Mercer kernel; reproducing
kernel Hilbert space.1. INTRODUCTION
Learning Theory studies learning objects from random samples. To
estimate the (probability) error or the number of samples required for given
conﬁdence and error bound, covering numbers or entropy numbers are
deeply involved and play an essential role (see [2, 4, 12]). For a compact set S
in a metric space and Z > 0; the covering numberNðS; ZÞ is deﬁned to be the
minimal integer m 2 N such that there exist m disks with radius Z covering S:
In estimating the error and the number of required samples for kernel
machine learning [2, 4, 6, 11], a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) is
often used and the covering number of a ball in such a space is needed to
derive bounds.he author is supported by CERG Grant 9040649 and City University Grant 7001214.
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DING-XUAN ZHOU740Let ðX ; dð; ÞÞ be a compact metric space, and n be a Borel measure on X :
Denote the space of real square integrable functions on X by L2ðX Þ; and the
space of continuous functions by CðX Þ:
Let K : X 	 X ! R be continuous, symmetric and positive deﬁnite, i.e.,
for any ﬁnite set fx1; . . . ; xmg  X ; the matrix ðKðxi; xjÞÞ
m
i;j¼1 is positive
deﬁnite. We call K a Mercer kernel. Deﬁne a Hilbert–Schmidt integral




Kðx; tÞf ðtÞdnðtÞ; x 2 X ; f 2 L2ðX Þ: ð1:1Þ
Then LK is a positive, compact operator and its range lies in CðX Þ:
Let fljg
1
j¼1 denote the nonincreasing sequence of eigenvalues of LK and





where the series converges uniformly and absolutely.
The reproducing kernel Hilbert spaceHK associated with the kernel K is
deﬁned (see [1]) to be the closure of the linear span of the set of functions
fKx :¼ Kðx; Þ: x 2 Xg with the inner product satisfying
hKx; fiHK ¼ f ðxÞ; 8x 2 X ; f 2HK : ð1:3Þ
An equivalent deﬁnition can be given by means of the square root of LK :
Take L1=2K to be the linear operator on L
2ðX Þ satisfying L1=2K L
1=2





fj for each j: Then HK ¼ L
1=2
K ðL




f jjL2ðX Þ: This space can be imbedded into CðX Þ; and we denote the inclusion
as IK : HK ! CðX Þ: For these facts, see [2].
Let R > 0 and BR be the ball of HK with radius R:
BR :¼ ff 2 HK : jjf jjK4Rg:
Then IKðBRÞ is a subset of CðX Þ: Denote its closure in CðX Þ as IKðBRÞ which is
a compact subset. We are interested in the covering number NðIK ðBRÞ; ZÞ;
where Z > 0:
What is also often used in learning theory is the covering numbers of
discrete versions of IKðBRÞ: Let x :¼ fx1; . . . ; xlg  X : Consider the
restriction of functions in IK ðBRÞ to these points:
IK ðBRÞ jx :¼ fðf ðxiÞÞ
l
i¼1 2 R
l: f 2 IK ðBRÞg:
This is a bounded subset of Rl: We denote NðIK ðBRÞjx; ZÞ as the covering






THE COVERING NUMBER IN LEARNING THEORY 741It is easily seen that if IKðBRÞ is covered by the uninion of balls in CðX Þ
with radius Z and centers ffjðxÞ 2 CðX Þ: j ¼ 1; . . . ;mg; then IK ðBRÞjx is
covered by the uninion of balls in Rl with radius Z and centers fðfjðxiÞÞ
l
i¼1 2
Rl: j ¼ 1; . . . ;mg: Therefore,
NðIK ðBRÞjx; ZÞ4NðIK ðBRÞ; ZÞ; 8Z > 0:
The other direction was studied by Pontil [7]. Suppose X is a compact
subset of Rn and K 2 C2ðX 	 X Þ: Then it was shown in [7] that
NðIK ðBRÞ; ZÞ4NðIK ðBRÞjx; Z RjjK jj
1=2
C2ðX	X ÞnðxÞÞ;
where nðxÞ is the density of x in X deﬁned by
nðxÞ :¼ inffn > 0: for each x 2 X ; there is some 14j4l such that dðx; xjÞ4Zg:
Combining the above two relations, we know that if X  ½b; bn; then
sup
x2X l
NðIK ðBRÞjx; ZÞ4NðIK ðBRÞ; ZÞ
4 sup
x2X l







(The above upper bound makes sense only for l > ðRjjK jj1=2C2ðX	X Þb=Zþ 1Þ
n:)
Thus, the covering number investigated in this paper is almost equivalent to
the covering numbers of discrete versions of IK ðBRÞ used in some learning
theory literature. Another covering number of the set IK ðBRÞjx is the one






i¼1 jai  bij
2Þ1=2:
This empirical L2 covering number may yield better bounds and better
generalization performances, which we shall not discuss here.
To estimate the covering numberNðIK ðBRÞ; ZÞ; a natural idea would be to






K : However, we
shall give an example in Section 2 to show that this kernel need not be in
L1ðX 	 X Þ; hence is not necessarily a Mercer kernel.
Some previous methods for estimating the covering number in Learning
Theory (for discrete versions of IKðBRÞÞ are based on the claim that the
eigenfunctions ffjg are uniformly bounded, see, e.g., [12]. Steve Smale [9]
observed that this claim does not hold, and he provided the method of
constructing a counter example. Here we shall construct a concrete counter
example of a C1 Mercer kernel to this claim. The author is grateful to Steve
Smale who suggested him to include such a counter example in this paper.
The results in [12] can be applied to a Mercer kernel only when the
eigenfunctions of LK are uniformly bounded, i.e., CK :¼ supj jjfjjj151; see
equations (39) and (40) in [12]. However, this condition is hard to check.
Even for the Gaussian kernel Kðx; tÞ ¼ kðx tÞ ¼ ejxtj
2=2 on ½1; 1; it is
unknown whether CK51 (though we expect that this is true). The counter
DING-XUAN ZHOU742example of C1 kernel we shall present in Section 2 tells us that the regularity
of the kernel function (or the decay of the eigenvalues of the integral
operator LK ) does not ensure the ﬁniteness of CK :
The only class of Mercer kernels that were handled in [12] are periodic
kernels. To see this, let kðxÞ be a symmetric positive deﬁnite function on R:



















kvðx tÞf ðtÞdt; x 2 ½v=2; v=2
can be considered to be deﬁned on the space of square integrable v-periodic





eigenfunctions associated with possibly nonzero eigenvalues fljgj2Z: For this





reproducing kernel Hilbert space Hkv induced by the kernel Kvðx; tÞ :¼
kvðx tÞ on ½v=2; v=2 is totally different from Hk induced by kðx tÞ: In
fact, all the functions in Hkv satisfy f ðv=2Þ ¼ f ðv=2Þ: But most
fundamental functions KxðtÞ :¼ kðx tÞ in Hk do not satisfy this periodic
condition. As an example, consider the Gaussian kernel kðxÞ ¼ ejxj
2=2: The
fundamental function Kx satisﬁes jKxðv=2Þ  Kxðv=2Þj5jxjvev
2=2; hence the
periodic condition is valid only if x ¼ 0: Moreover, when jxj5v=4; for any
f 2Hkv we have jjKx  f jjC½v=2;v=25ðv
2=4Þev
2=2; an Z-cover of IKv ðBRÞ
cannot cover IK ðBRÞ if 05Z5ðv2=4Þev
2=2 (a ﬁxed constant). Also, the space
Hkv even does not contain any fundamental functions Kx (except K0) which
are used as elements in empirical learning procedure. Hence the covering
number for the space Hkv cannot be applied to estimate NðIK ðBRÞ; ZÞ or
NðIKðBRÞjx; ZÞ:
Another simple example is the hat function kðxÞ which is supported on
½1; 1 and given by kðxÞ ¼ 1 jxj for x 2 ½1; 1: If the period v is 1=m for
some m 2 N; then kvðxÞ  m: Hence Hkv contains only the constant
functions, while the spaceHk has a very rich structure (it contains functions
which are in Lip 1
2
; but not in Lip ð1
2
þ dÞ for any d > 0: Here for a > 0; Lip a
stands for the space of continuous functions f satisfying jf ðxÞ  f ðyÞj4Cf
jx yja for a constant Cf depending on f and any x; y 2 ½1; 1).
THE COVERING NUMBER IN LEARNING THEORY 743Similar to [12], periodic kernels were considered in [5]. The only example
of nonperiodic kernel was the univariate Gaussian kernel kðxÞ ¼ ex
2=s2 : The
estimate given in [5, Theorem 7] for the covering number concerning this
kernel was ln supx2X l NðIK ðBRÞjx; ZÞ448ð
R
ZÞ
2 ln2ð4eRlZ Þ; which is a rough
estimate.
Though the eigenfunctions of LK need not be uniformly bounded, Cucker
and Smale [2] were able to show that for a C1 Mercer kernel on X  Rn; the
RKHSHK can be embedded into the Sobolev space Hh for any h 2 N; using
the results on approximation errors given by Smale and Zhou in [10]. Here
the space Hh consists of all the L2 functions such that Daf 2 L2 for any
a ¼ ða1; . . . ; anÞ 2 Z
n
þ with a1 þ    þ an4h: With this approach, by the rich
knowledge on covering numbers of Sobolev spaces (see, e.g., [3]), they







where Ch is a constant independent of R and Z:
In this paper we use a different method to estimate the covering number
NðIKðBRÞ; ZÞ: Our estimates are based on the regularity of the kernel
function K: For convolution type kernels Kðx; tÞ ¼ kðx tÞ on ½0; 1n; we
provide estimates depending on the decay of #k; the Fourier transform of k:
In particular, when #k decays exponentially, the covering number of the ball
with radius R; NðIKðBRÞ; ZÞ; satisﬁes





where the constant Ck;n depends on the kernel and the dimension. This
covers many important Mercer kernels. Let us show this by the example of
Gaussian kernels. The estimate we give here is better than all the previous
results.
Proposition 1. Let s > 0; n 2 N and





; x 2 Rn:
Set X ¼ ½0; 1n and the kernel K as
Kðx; tÞ ¼ kðx tÞ; x; t 2 ½0; 1n:
Then for 05Z4R=2; there holds

















DING-XUAN ZHOU744In particular, when 05Z5R expf90n2=s2  11n 3g; we have





2. MERCER KERNELS AND RELATED EIGENFUNCTIONS
In this section we present two examples of Mercer kernels on X ¼ ½0; 1:
The ﬁrst example is a C1 kernel, and the eigenfunctions of the integral
operator (1.1) associated with this kernel are not uniformly bounded. The






K need not be
in L1ðX 	 X Þ; hence is not necessarily a Mercer kernel. The construction of
both examples are based on an orthonormal basis (of L2½0; 1) consisting
of C1 functions supported in ð0; 1Þ (each function is supported on
½1=N0; 1 1=N0 for some N0 2 N depending on this function).
Lemma 2.1. Let C 2 C1ðRÞ be real-valued and supported on ½1=4; 7=4
such that







Cð8jxÞ; j 2 N:
Then there is a sequence of C1 functions fjjg
1





j¼1 form an orthonormal basis of L
2½0; 1:
Proof. By the support of C and (2.1), we know thatX
j2Z
Cðxþ jÞ  1: ð2:2Þ
We claim that the span of the set of functions fCðNx jÞ: 14j4N 
2; 34N 2 Ng is dense in L2½0; 1:
To verify our claim, assume that f is a C1 function supported on ½1=N0;

































































jjCjj1 ! 0 ðN !1Þ:
Since C1 functions f supported in ð0; 1Þ (hence supported on ½1=N0;
1 1=N0 for some N0 2 N depending on f ) are dense in L2½0; 1; the
statement we claimed holds true.







; we know that fcjgj2N is an orthonormal system in L
2½0; 1:
Note that the function CðNx jÞ with 14j4N  2; 34N 2 N is
supported on jþ 1
4
 





 ð0; 1Þ: Then by the support














This is a C1 function supported in ð0; 1Þ: Such orthogonal projections form
a countable set of C1 functions supported in ð0; 1Þ (some may be the zero
function). Then we apply the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization procedure






of L2½0; 1: The Gram-Schmidt procedure in connection with the support
property tells us that each cj or jj is a C
1 function supported in ð0; 1Þ:
Hence Lemma 2.1 holds. ]
DING-XUAN ZHOU746We are now in a position to give the examples. Denote the norm of the
Sobolev space W m1 as




















Then K is a C1 Mercer kernel on X 	 X : The operator LK defined by (1.1) is











































Hence the series deﬁning K converges in CmðX 	 X Þ for any m 2 N:
Therefore, K 2 C1ðX 	 X Þ: ]
It was claimed in [12, Theorem 4] that the L1-norms of the normalized
eigenfunctions of LK associated with a Mercer kernel are bounded.
Obviously, Example 1 provides a counter example to the above claim.
Such a counter example in a slightly different form (without the C1
regularity) was originally shown to the author by Steve Smale [9]. As the
kernel in Example 1 is C1; we know that the regularity of the kernel (or the
decay of the eigenvalues of the integral operator) does not help to ensure
that the eigenfunctions are uniformly bounded.















THE COVERING NUMBER IN LEARNING THEORY 747Then K is a Mercer kernel on X 	 X : However, the function


















does not lie in L1ðX 	 X Þ:
Proof. As the series deﬁning K converges uniformly, we know that
K 2 CðX 	 X Þ and it is a Mercer kernel.














jjK ½1=2ðx; tÞjjL1ðX	X Þ5
8m=2
m
jjCjj2L1  1! þ1 ðm!1Þ:
Therefore, K ½1=2 =2 L1ðX 	 X Þ: ]
Example 2 demonstrates that for a continuous Mercer kernel, the square
root L1=2K of the integral operator LK (which may be used to deﬁne the RKHS
HK) need not be deﬁned by a Mercer kernel as (1.1). We conjecture that
there exists a C1 Mercer kernel on ½0; 1 such that L1=2K is not an integral
operator deﬁned by a Mercer kernel.
3. ESTIMATING THE COVERING NUMBER
In this section we estimate the covering numberNðIKðBRÞ; ZÞ for the balls
of a RKHS HK as subsets of CðX Þ: To this end, we need the following
function to measure the regularity of the kernel. Assume that fXN : N 2 Ng is





dðx; yÞ ! 0 ðN !1Þ:
This means that the discrete knots XN become dense as N tends to the
inﬁnity. Then the function measuring the regularity of K is deﬁned as
eK ðN Þ :¼ sup
x2X








wyKðy; tÞwt: wy 2 R
)1=29=
;: ð3:1Þ
DING-XUAN ZHOU748By choosing wy ¼ dy;t for some t depending on x; we can see that limN!1
eK ðN Þ ¼ 0: For analytic kernels, eK ðN Þ often decays exponentially.
As an example to see the measurement, suppose that for some 05s41;
the kernel K is Lip s in the sense that
jKðx; yÞ  Kðx; tÞj4Cðdðy; tÞÞs; 8x; y; t 2 X ;
where C is a constant independent of x; y; t: Let x 2 X : Choose y0 2 XN such
that dðx; y0Þ4dN : Set the coefﬁcients fwygy2XN as
wy ¼
1; if y ¼ y0;
0; otherwise:
(
Then the Lip s regularity and the symmetry yield







¼ Kðx; xÞ  2Kðx; y0Þ þ Kðy0; y0Þ42Cðdðx; y0ÞÞ
s42CdsN :
Hence
eKðN Þ42CdsN ; 8N 2 N:
In particular, if X ¼ ½0; 1 and XN ¼ fj=Ng
N
j¼0; then dN41=ð2N Þ; thereby
eK ðN Þ421sCNs:
More details and examples for estimating (3.1) will be given after we
present our main result of this section.
Denote #XN as the cardinality of the set XN ; and AN be the positive
deﬁnite matrix
AN :¼ ½Kðy; tÞy;t2XN :
Then our main result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1. Let IK be given as above. Then for 05Z4R=2; there holds
















N ½Kðx; tÞt2XN ;
THE COVERING NUMBER IN LEARNING THEORY 749i.e., X
t2XN
Kðy; tÞutðxÞ ¼ Kðx; yÞ; y 2 XN ; x 2 X :
































By (1.3), this inner product equals







However, the quadratic function







over RXN takes its minimum value at ðuyðxÞÞy2XN : Therefore, jf ðxÞ 
P
y2XN
f ðyÞuyðxÞj is bounded by






wyKðy; tÞwt: wy 2 R
( )1=2
:












jj½uyðxÞy2XN jjl2ðXN Þ4 jjA
1
N jjl2ðXN Þjj½Kðx; tÞt2XN jjl2ðXN Þ
























Notice from (1.3) that









Now we can estimate the covering number.





















It is well known (see, e.g., [2]) that for a ﬁnite dimensional space E with
dim E ¼ m;
lnNðBr; eÞ4m lnð4r=eÞ:













Then there are sequences fcl: l ¼ 1; . . . ; ½ð4r=eÞ#XN g  l2ðXN Þ such that for
any d 2 l2ðXN Þ with jjd jjl2ðXN Þ4r; we can ﬁnd some l satisfying
















































This is the desired inequality. ]
To show how the function (3.1) measures the regularity of the kernel K;
we consider the univariate case: X ¼ ½0; 1 and K 2 Csð½0; 12Þ for some s 2 N:
The multivariate case can be handled similarly.
Take XN :¼ fj=Ng
N1
j¼0 : Then dN ¼ 1=N ! 0:


















stðst  1Þ    ðst  jþ 1Þ
j!




wl;sðtÞ  1: ð3:6Þ





¼ dl;m; l;m 2 f0; 1; . . . ; sg:












Then the norm of this function can be estimated as follows.





; 8t 2 ½0; 1:
Proof. Let m 2 f0; 1; . . . ; s 1g and st 2 ðm;mþ 1Þ: Then for l 2 f0; 1;














































The case l ¼ m can be seen in the same way. This proves Lemma 3.1. ]
Using Lemma 3.1, we can estimate eKðN Þ for Cs kernels as follows.
Proposition 2. Let X ¼ ½0; 1; s 2 N and K be a Cs Mercer kernel on
½0; 12: Then for XN ¼ fj=Ng
N1














Proof. Let x 2 ½0; 1: Then x 2 ½m=N ; ðmþ sÞ=N  for some m 2 f0; . . . ;N 
sg: Choose
wj=N ¼
wi;sðNxms Þ; if j ¼ mþ i and i 2 f0; . . . ; sg;
0; otherwise:
(
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Here xi; yi are numbers between x and ðmþ iÞ=N :
Since fwi;sðxÞg
s
























DING-XUAN ZHOU754Therefore, we have













































































This is exactly what we want. ]
Applying Proposition 2 we can bound the integer N satisfying (3.3). Once
N is ﬁxed, we need to estimate jjA1N jj‘2ðXN Þ: Let us give such an estimation for
a convolution-type kernel by means of the decay of the Fourier transform.
Lemma 3.2. Let r > 1 and k 2 L2ðRÞ \ CðRÞ satisfy
#kðxÞ5C0ð1þ jxjÞ
r; 8x 2 R: ð3:8Þ
Then for N 2 N; XN ¼ fj=Ng
N1












Proof. For a real vector v :¼ ðvpÞ
N1










































































jvp j2 ¼ C0N ð1þ NpÞ
rjjvjj2‘2 :









Thus (3.9) holds. ]
Now we can present an example to show how to apply Theorem 1 in
connection with Proposition 2 and Lemma 3.2.
Proposition 3. Let s 2 N; r > 1 and k 2 L2ðRÞ satisfy (3.8). Suppose that
k 2 Cs½1; 1: Set Kðx; tÞ ¼ kðx tÞ to be the Mercer kernel on ½0; 12: Denote a
positive constant C15ðð4sÞ
















































1=s: Then N5s: Since 2RC1=Z51; we can choose
such an integer satisfying further N42ð2RC1=ZÞ
1=s: Then (3.3) holds.
DING-XUAN ZHOU756Once N is ﬁxed, the norm of the inverse matrix of AN can be bounded by
(3.9). Then Theorem 1 tells us that










































Hence the conclusion in Proposition 3 holds. ]
Concrete examples satisfying (3.8) can be easily constructed. For example,










From this kernel we can derive a family of kernels satisfying the lower
bound (3.8).
Example 3. Let 24m 2 N and km be the m-fold convolution of j0:
k1 ¼ j0; klþ1ðxÞ ¼ kl *j0; l 2 N:
Then kmðx yÞ is a Mercer kernel on ½0; 12: The low bound (3.8) holds with
C0 ¼ 4m and r ¼ 2m: The kernel km is C2m2; and there holds for 05Z5
4ð8pÞ2m2R;


























Then the Fourier transform of km satisﬁes
#kmðxÞ5
4m; if jxj4p;
ð3ð1 2=pÞÞmjxj2m; if jxj > p:
(
THE COVERING NUMBER IN LEARNING THEORY 757It follows that kmðx yÞ is a Mercer kernel and (3.8) holds with C0 ¼ 4m
and r ¼ 2m:






















Take C1 ¼ 2ð16pðm 1ÞÞ
2m2: Then the estimate for the covering number
follows from Proposition 3. ]
4. CONVOLUTION TYPE KERNELS
Now we turn to the special setting. Assume that k is a symmetric function
in L2ðRnÞ and #kðxÞ > 0 almost everywhere on Rn: Set K to be the convolution
type kernel given by Kðx; tÞ ¼ kðx tÞ: Let X ¼ ½0; 1n: Then K is a Mercer
kernel. Because of the special structure of the convolution type kernels, we
may give an estimate for the covering number without using the norm of the
inverse matrix jjA1N jj: To this end, we need some preliminary estimates about
the Taylor series expansion of the function zNx:
We need the Lagrange interpolation polynomial fwj;sðtÞg
s
j¼0 deﬁned by
(3.5) again with s replaced by N :
Denote XN :¼ f0; 1; . . . ;Ng





waj;N ðxjÞ; x ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xnÞ; a ¼ ða1; . . . ; anÞ: ð4:1Þ
For these polynomials, we have





















Proof. The bound (4.2) follows directly from Lemma 3.1.
DING-XUAN ZHOU758To derive the second bound (4.3), we ﬁrst consider the univariate case.
Let t 2 ½0; 1: Then the univariate function zNt is analytic on the region
jz 1j41=2 when we take the branch such that 1Nt ¼ 1: On this region,
zNt þ ð1þ ðz 1ÞÞNt ¼
X1
j¼0
NtðNt  1Þ    ðNt  jþ 1Þ
j!
ðz 1Þj:































41þ jZjN41þ 12N :

































Applying the estimate in the univariate case, we see that the above



















Thus, the bound (4.3) has been veriﬁed. ]
We are in a position to state the estimates on the covering number N
ðIK ðBRÞ; ZÞ for a convolution type kernel Kðx; tÞ ¼ kðx tÞ: The following
THE COVERING NUMBER IN LEARNING THEORY 759function measures the regularity of the kernel function k:































n; where ðjxj jN Þ
N
42N ; hence it decays exponentially fast as N becomes large. The second




n; where x is large. Then the decay of #k (which is equivalent
to the regularity of k) yields the fast decay of the second part. For more
details and examples of bounding lkðN Þ by means of the decay of #k (or
equivalently, the regularity of k), see Example 4 (Gaussian kernels) and
Theorem 3 (kernels with exponentially decaying Fourier transforms) later in
this section.
Theorem 2. Assume that k is a symmetric function in L2ðRnÞ and #kðxÞ > 0
almost everywhere on Rn: Let Kðx; tÞ ¼ kðx tÞ for x; t 2 ½0; 1n: Suppose
limN!1 lkðN Þ ¼ 0: Then for 05Z5R=2; there holds











































By the inverse Fourier transform and the symmetry,






































n: For the ﬁrst region, (4.3) in Lemma 4.1 with y ¼ xN































































Combining the above two cases, we have




























#kðxÞdx ¼ lkðN Þ:






































THE COVERING NUMBER IN LEARNING THEORY 761Then there are fcl : l ¼ 1; . . . ; ½ð4r=eÞðNþ1Þ
n
g  l2ðXN Þ such that for any d 2
l2ðXN Þ with jjd jjl2ðXN Þ4r; we can ﬁnd some l satisfying
jjd  cljjl2ðXN Þ4e:


















































The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. ]
The idea of using the function QN in our proof has been used in the
literature of radial basis functions, known as the power function. See, e.g.,
[8, 13].
To see how to handle the function lkðN Þ measuring the regularity of the
kernel, and then to estimate the covering number, we turn to the example of
Gaussian kernels.
Example 4. Let s > 0 and





; x 2 Rn:
Then for 05Z5R=2; there holds

















In particular, when 05Z5R exp 90n
2
s2  11n 3
n o
; we have













Hence #kðxÞ > 0 for any x 2 Rn:




















































































































Combining the above two estimates, the function lk satisﬁes
















p ð1þ ðN2N ÞnÞ2es216N2 :



























p es216N2þ4nN ln 2:





























Þ=ðn ln 2Þ; we know













Then (4.6) is valid for any 05Z5R=2; by checking the cases s51 and s51:
By Theorem 2,





































s2 11n3; we have





This yields the desired estimate for the Gaussian kernels. ]
The estimates for the covering number given in Example 4 verify the
conclusion stated in Proposition 1. We conjecture that for the Gaussian
DING-XUAN ZHOU764kernels, there holds





As a corollary of Theorem 2 we consider kernels with exponentially
decaying Fourier transforms.
Theorem 3. Let k as in Theorem 2 and
#kðxÞ4C0eljxj; 8x 2 R
n














































































For the other term in (4.4), we have






















































Under this choice, (4.6) holds. Then by Theorem 2,






















ðN þ 1Þn=2ðN2N Þn42n=2enN ;
we have








































Then (4.9) follows. ]
The next example deals with multiquadric kernels.
Example 5. Let s > 4þ 2n ln 4; a > n; and





























g; C051 is a positive constant depending only on
a; and C1;C2 are the constants defined in Theorem 3.
Proof. We know that there is a positive constant C051 depending only
on a such that
05 #kðxÞ4C0esjxj 8x 2 R
n:
Then we can apply Theorem 3 with l ¼ s; and the desired estimate follows
from Theorem 3. ]
The main results in this section deal with kernels with exponentially
decaying Fourier transforms. When the kernel is only Ch for some h 2 N;
then estimates of the form (1.4) can be obtained, by taking coefﬁcient
functions wa;N ðxÞ for deﬁning Qn in the proof of Theorem 2 as functions
depending on the Taylor expansion of the kernel function k near the origin.
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